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Abstract—Traffic monitoring using low-cost 2-axis magnetometers is considered. Though detection of metallic vehicles is rather
easy, detecting the driving direction is more challenging. We
propose a simple algorithm based on a nonlinear transformation
of the measurements, which is simple to implement in embedded hardware. A theoretical justification is provided, and the
statistical properties of the test statistic are presented in closed
form. The method is compared to the standard likelihood ratio
test on both simulated data and real data from field tests, where
very high detection rates are reported, despite the presence of
sensor saturation, measurement noise and near-field effects of
the magnetic field.
Index Terms—magnetometer, driving direction, classification,
traffic surveillance, wireless sensor network

I. I NTRODUCTION
Traffic counting along particular roads is done either manually or electronically for the purpose of road improvement in
the long term or re-routing traffic on the shorter time scale. The
electronic devices used today include piezo-electric sensors or
inductive loops under the road surface or pneumatic tubes on
the road surface. Newer developments include radar, infrared
light beams or cameras. For collecting road statistics, pneumatic tubes are today the most common solution. Recently the
safety aspect of workers deploying the tubes has been in focus
[2]. Another drawback of this solution is the short life-length
of the tubes, which can be as short as 48 hours [3].
Magnetometers deployed along the road-side or hidden in
the lane markers is a promising alternative, since they are
cheap and small [4]. Compared to pneumatic tubes, solutions
using magnetometers have a longer lifetime since they are
not subject to the same amount of wear and do not expose
personnel to traffic when mounting and dismounting, hence
improving workplace safety.
The magnetometer is preferably part of a wireless sensor
network (WSN), where sensor data from several magnetometers are transmitted to nearby nodes for a centralized or
decentralized implementation of detection and classification
algorithms [5], [6], [7]. However, such sensor nodes also bring
certain challenges. Generally, the energy budget is limited as
the units are powered by batteries and/or solar panels [8]. Furthermore, computational resources are scarce for reasons such
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as power saving (e.g. duty-cycling of the computations or lowpower processors) or sharing of the microcontroller between
different tasks (measuring, computing, communication, etc.),
see, for example, [9] or [10]. Thus, it is very important that
the computation time for each task is reduced to a minimum,
which emphasizes the need for low-complexity data processing
algorithms.
One of the quantities of interest for road administrations,
urban planners, or traffic management centers is traffic flow
and, associated with that, the driving direction. Consider,
for example, a single sensor monitoring a two-way two-lane
highway. In order to be able to quantify the traffic volume
on the individual lanes, the driving direction is crucial or, if
one sensor for each lane is used, one would like to exclude
vehicles on the farther lane. Thus, the traffic volume that is
normally measured by a simple detector can be analyzed more
thoroughly and better conclusions for future measures such as
road planning can be drawn. In a similar setting, the driving
direction can be used for detecting vehicles driving in the
wrong lane, for example while overtaking. This information
in turn can be used in order to warn upcoming traffic about a
possible hazard in a cooperative collision warning system [11].
A third application where the driving direction is of utmost
importance is the detection of wrong-way drivers. Wrongway drivers are a very hazardous threat to other road users
and can cause serious accidents [12]. Particularly on freeways,
wrong-way drivers can cause serious head-on collisions and in
2010, wrong-way drivers accounted for 3.1 % of fatal crashes
in the USA, causing 1,356 fatalities [13]. Thus, a system for
detecting this kind of driving behavior can be of much help
for authorities to detect vehicles driving in the wrong direction
early on and warning other road users about the threat.
There are a number of different methods using various
types of sensors for estimating the driving direction of a
vehicle available today. One straight-forward approach is to
use imaging sensors such as cameras or infrared laserscanners
for tracking vehicles [14], [15]. Such sensors can provide very
rich information and the driving direction of vehicles can be
determined based on the estimated vehicle trajectory. However,
challenging weather or illumination conditions degrade the
performance significantly. One way of addressing this problem
is to fuse the visual data with another type of sensor as
proposed in [16] where a combination of a camera and a
microphone array was used. While these approaches are viable
and used in practice, they are not well suited for large scale
deployment (for example at every freeway ramp) due to their
requirements. Solutions more tailored for a system following
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Fig. 1: Illustration of the signal flow. The sensor data from J
sensors (S1 through SJ ) is used for detection (D1 through DJ ).
Each sensor classifies the driving direction individually (C1
through CJ ) and a last, optional fusion step can be included
to fuse these classification results. The dashed box indicates
the parts of the system considered in this paper.

method presented in [21] including an analysis of its
statistical properties based on one single sensor.
• Verification of the proposed method using simulations as
well as real measurement data.
• Comparison of the proposed method with a standard
likelihood classification scheme.
• A sensor fusion strategy for multi-sensor scenarios.
In order to implement a complete system, also the detection
of vehicles has to be considered. This can be accomplished by
using adaptive thresholds [6] which is proven to be both robust
and computationally cheap. However, in this paper, we will
only consider the classification as well as the optional fusion
step and assume that the detection and association problems
are already solved (Figure 1).
The outline of this paper is as follows. The signal model
describing the magnetic field distortion caused by a vehicle
is presented in Section II. The proposed classifier and its
statistical properties are given in Section III and a likelihood
classifier is presented in Section IV, which will be used as
a comparison to the proposed algorithm. The properties are
verified and discussed by using Monte Carlo simulations in
Section V and finally, the method is applied to real data in
Section VI, followed by conclusions in Section VII.
II. S IGNAL M ODEL

the requirements stated in the beginning are often based on
two spatially separated sensors [6], [17]. However, the need
for a second sensor can increase the cost considerably (up
to twice the cost compared to only one sensor in the worst
case) and introduces other challenges such as vehicle reidentification [18], [19] or the requirement of communication between the sensors [20]. Each of these activities will
inevitably increase the energy consumption, which is a limited
resource. Furthermore, a system based on only one single
sensor is presumably more reliable since it does not depend
on any second sensor that could break down.
In contrast to these approaches, this paper introduces a
method for classifying the driving direction of a vehicle in
a fast and efficient way addressing the initially stated requirements of a wireless sensor node. The method is based on one
single magnetometer which measures magnetic field distortions induced by vehicles in its vicinity. Intuitively, extracting
size and speed from this signal is rather straightforward. The
basic principle is that the peak value of the measured signal is
related to the size of the car, and the duration of the response
is related to the speed of the vehicle.
However, obtaining the driving direction requires more
physical insight about the signal and this problem has not been
addressed before. In its simplest form, the proposed driving
direction classification method only comprises a difference of
two inner products of two vectors as it was first shown in [21].
This work is an extension of these findings and provides a
more thorough statistical analysis as well as the evaluation
of the classifier using more simulation and real measurement
data. Specifically, the contributions of this work are:
•

Extended version of the driving direction classification

The magnetometer signal induced by a metallic vehicle
contains rich information which depends on both, the target
trajectory as well as target specific parameters. A typical signal
is displayed in Figure 2. In this work, we are only interested in
determining the driving direction of the target. Consequently,
the method should be insensitive to other quantities such
as velocity, distance between the sensor and the trajectory,
magnetic signature, and target extension.
One way of solving the problem is to approximately model
the target as a magnetic dipole. This approximation holds
if the distance between the target and the sensor is large
in comparison to the characteristic magnetic length of the
target [22] which is typically in the range of 1 m to 2 m for
passenger cars and 4 m and more for larger vehicles such as
busses and trucks. This gives raise to a magnetic dipole field
h(t) expressed as
3(r(t) · m)r(t) − kr(t)k2 m
,
(1a)
kr(t)k5

T
where r(t) = rx (t) ry (t) rz (t) is the position of the

T
target relative to the sensor and m = mx my mz is the
magnetic dipole moment, which can be considered as a target
specific parameter [23]. Two components of the magnetic field
(1a) can then be measured with a 2-axis magnetometer
 x
  x
  x

y (kT )
h (kT )
e (kT )
yk = y
= y
+ y
y (kT )
h (kT )
e (kT )
(1b)
= h̄k + ek ,
h(t) =

where T is the sampling time, k denotes the sampling instant,
h̄k is a 2 × 1 vector containing the x- and y-components (the
first two components) of the 3 × 1 vector hk = h(kT ), and ek
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a common practice procedure and is often used in detection
and classification problems in all kinds of disciplines and is
thus used as a benchmark [29], [30].
III. C ORRELATION - BASED C LASSIFIER
A. Method and Algorithm

Magnetometer

It has been shown in [21] that the driving direction information can be obtained by computing the rotation direction of
the magnetic field vector components, which is illustrated in
Figure 2c. Specifically, the sign of the area
Z
Z
hx (t) dhx (t)/dt
hx dhx
dt
(3)
=
f? =
y
y
hy (t) dhy (t)/dt
h dh
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is the same as the sign of the area spanned by the position
2 vector r(t). Using discrete time measurements, (3) can be
approximated by

(c)

f1 =

Fig. 2: A metallic vehicle (a) gives rise to a magnetic field
distortion (b). The driving direction can be revealed by estimating the rotation direction of the magnetic field components
(c).
is measurement noise assumed to be independent, identically
distributed, zero mean white Gaussian noise of the form
ek ∼ N (0, σ 2 I2 ),

(1c)

where I2 is the 2 × 2 identity matrix. Furthermore, the
following vector notation will be used
 α

α
α T
Yα
,
(2)
m:n = ym ym+1 . . . yn
where α ∈ {x, y}.
The model in (1) can now be used to classify the driving
direction of the vehicle. The two hypotheses of this binary
classification problem will be denoted HL and HR representing that the vehicle passes the sensor from the left or
from the right, respectively. One way of doing this is by
estimating the unknowns r(t) and m from the measurement
of yk and extract the direction information from the estimated
trajectory r̂(t). This can either be done in a batch approach
where a whole data batch is used at once or through object
tracking using, for example, a Kalman or particle filter as it
has been done in [24], [25] and [26]. However, this is a nonlinear problem and convergence to a global optimum is not
guaranteed. Furthermore, if the target is close to the sensor,
a higher order model including more parameters is needed to
describe the signal accurately, for example by including higher
order moments of the magnetic field or by modeling the target
as a grid of dipoles [27]. Unfortunately, the computational cost
of the corresponding estimation problem would in the worst
case grow exponentially with the number of parameters [28].
Instead, an alternative method based on computing the
cross-correlation between the different channels of the measurement is suggested and evaluated in this work. Furthermore,
the proposed method will be compared to a likelihood ratio
test based on the dipole model (1). This test can be seen as

=

N
−1
X
k=1
N
−1
X
k=1

hxk
hyk

(hxk+1 − hxk )/T
T
(hyk+1 − hyk )/T

(4)

(hxk hyk+1 − hyk hxk+1 ),

which corresponds to the sum of the triangles spanned by
two adjacent samples of the trajectory, see Figure 3a. Note
that since all the triangles are completely enclosed in the
true trajectory, f1 systematically underestimates the true area
f ? . Using (4) and the measurement model (1b) the proposed
correlation-based driving direction classifier is summarized
in Algorithm 1, which is an extension of the earlier results
in [21]. Note that using the vector notation in (2), subtractions
and inner products of vectors are used in order to calculate (5)
which is very beneficial for efficient implementation. Also, the
algorithm is only parametrized by one single averaging parameter p introduced in (5a) which can be chosen as described in
Section III-C below. The properties of the proposed algorithm
are derived in the following section.
B. Properties
Given the algorithm as introduced in Algorithm 1, its
properties are shown and derived in this section. Note that
the assumption
h̄k = 0 for

k ≤ 0 ∨ k > N,

(6)

that is, that the magnetic signal has decayed to zero within
the given window of N samples (however, ek is non-zero) is
made throughout the remainder of the paper.
1) Correlation with lag p = 1: The natural choice for the
averaging parameter p introduced in (5a) is to use p = 1 since
it is essentially directly replacing the true magnetic field vector
h̄k in (4) with its noisy counterpart yk as
fˆ1 =

N
X

y
x
(ykx yk+1
− yky yk+1
),

(7)

k=1

which can be interpreted as being the difference of the crosscorrelations between y x and y y with lag 1 and −1 respectively.

with Yα
m:n as defined in (2) and p the correlation lag
(parameter).
2) Determine the driving direction by testing the sign
of (5a)
HR

fˆp ≷ 0

(5b)

HL

3) Estimate the variance of the test statistic

σ2
2
σ̂fˆ = 2 (Yx1+p:N +p − Yx1−p:N −p )T
p
p
· (Yx1+p:N +p − Yx1−p:N −p )
+ (Yy1+p:N +p − Yy1−p:N −p )T
·
−

(Yy1+p:N +p

−

···

(5a)



hk
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hk+1

yk+1

···

−(Yy1:N )T Yx(1+p):N +p

h(t)

(a) The quantity f1 in (4) corresponds to the sum of the triangles
spanned by two adjacent samples of
the trajectory.

, (5c)

Yy1−p:N −p )

Fig. 3: Geometrical interpretation of the estimators.

σf2ˆ
1

 X
N
(hyk+1 − hyk−1 )exk − (hxk+1 − hxk−1 )eyk
=E
k=1

+

4) Estimate the error probability
|fˆ |
√ p
2σ̂fˆp

!
(5d)

Since the measurement noise is assumed to be zero mean and
i.i.d. (1c), it can be shown that the estimator (7) is unbiased
"N
#
h i
X
y x
x y
ˆ
E f1 = E
(y y
−y y
)
k k+1

k k+1

k=1

=
=

N
X
k=1
N
X
k=1

(b) The estimator fˆ1 sums over
the black solid line triangles
whereas fˆ2 averages over the colored dashed triangles.

Analyzing the sum in (9) it can be seen that every eα
k
appears twice in the whole sum, once scaled by hβk+1 and
once by −hβk−1 (where the superscript β denotes the in-plane
component perpendicular to α). Making use of this and (6)
yields

2N 4
σ
p2

1
P̂E = erfc
2

···

1) Calculate the test statistic
1 x T y
(Y1:N ) Y(1+p:N +p)
fˆp =
p

···

Algorithm 1 Correlation-based driving direction classification
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y
x
E ykx yk+1
− yky yk+1

(8)

hxk hyk+1 − hyk hxk+1

= f1 .
Further, the variance of (7) is given by
 
h
i
σf2ˆ , Var fˆ1 = E (fˆ1 − E[fˆ1 ])2
1
 X
N
=E
(hxk + exk )(hyk+1 + eyk+1 )

 X
N
=E
hxk eyk+1 + hyk+1 exk − hyk exk+1 − hxk+1 eyk

N
X
k=1

−

exk+1 eyk

2 

(h̄k+1 − h̄k−1 )

2

(10)
+ 2N σ 4 .

From (10) it is seen that the variance is increased by the
norm of the (approximate) gradient of the magnetic field
vector ∇hk ≈ (h̄k+1 − h̄k−1 ) /2 as well as the window
length. Finally, note that the distribution of fˆ1 is given by
fˆ1 ∼ N (f, σf2ˆ ) as N → ∞ as shown in Proposition 1 in
1
Appendix A using p = 1.
2) Correlation with lag p > 1: As shown above, the
variance for p = 1 scales badly if the noise is large since
the second term in (10) scales with σ 4 . It is thus desirable
to reduce this effect. This can be achieved by using an
averaging estimator with lag p > 1 in order to reduce the
noise sensitivity. Instead of calculating the triangular area of
two neighboring measurement points k and k + 1 on the
trajectory, larger area segments between the points k and k +p
are considered (Figure 3b). This yields the cross-correlation
estimator with lag p
N

1X x y
x
(yk yk+p − yky yk+p
).
fˆp =
p

(11)

k=1

by conducting similar calculations as in (8) it is straightforward to show that for p 6= 1

k=1

− (hyk + eyk )(hxk+1 + exk+1 )
2 
− (hxk hyk+1 − hyk hxk+1 )

= σ2

eyk+1 exk

(9)

N
h i 1X
E fˆp =
hxk hyk+p − hyk hxk+p 6= f1
p
k=1
|
{z
}

(12)

,fp

k=1

+ eyk+1 exk − exk+1 eyk

2 
.

and (11) is thus a biased estimator of (4). However, since only
the sign of f1 is of interest, this is acceptable. The variance
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h
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y
y
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0

Fig. 4: Comparison of the probability density functions of
the estimators fˆ1 and fˆp . The expected value of fˆp is biased
towards zero compared to fˆ1 , however, the error probability
(shaded areas) is much smaller.

σf2ˆ
p

σ̂f2ˆ =
p

(13)

 X
N
1
hxk eyk+p + hyk+p exk − hyk exk+p
=E
p
k=1
2 
y
y
y
x
x
x
− hk+p ek + ek+p ek − ek+p ek
.

 X
N
1
(hyk+p − hyk−p )exk
σf2ˆ = E
p
p
k=1

k=1

+

= h̄k+p − h̄k−p

2

+ 4σ 2 .

(15)

N
 2N
σ2 X
kyk+p − yk−p k2 − 4σ 2 + 2 σ 4
p2
p

2 

(16)

k=1

The probability that the sign of the estimated fˆp is wrong
compared to the sign of fp is given by
!

 1
|f
|
p
.
(17)
Pr sgn(fˆp ) 6= sgn(fp ) = erfc √
2
2σfˆ
p

As in (9)-(10), the coefficients for eα
k can be grouped which
gives

2

i

k=1

+ exk+p )
2 
y x
x y
− (hk hk+p − hk hk+p )

N
σ2 X
h̄k+p − h̄k−p
p2

2

N
σ2 X
2N
= 2
kyk+p − yk−p k2 − 2 σ 4 .
p
p

k=1
(hyk + eyk )(hxk+p

− (hxk+p − hxk−p )eyk + eyk+p exk − exk+p eyk

+ (hyk+p − hyk−p )2 + 2σ 2

Using (14) and (15) we can then estimate Var(fˆp ) as follows



, Var(fˆp ) = E (fˆp − E[fˆp ])2
 X
N
1
(hxk + exk )(hyk+p + eyk+p )
=E
p
−

=

α
α
and letting zkα = yk+p
− yk−p
it follows that zkα ∼ N (hα
k+p −
α
2
hk−p , 2σ ). Thus,
h
i
2
2
E (zkx ) + (zky ) = (hxk+p − hxk−p )2 + 2σ 2

and finally
h
E yk+p − yk−p

is given by



(14)

2N 4
σ .
p2

From (14) it is seen that the variance is greatly reduced
compared to (10). The second term scales with 1/p2 compared
to the second term in (10). As for the unbiased estimator fˆ1 ,
the distribution of fˆp converges to the normal distribution fˆp ∼
N (fp , σf2ˆ ) where fp is the mean value as illustrated in (12)
p
(see Proposition 1 in Appendix A).
The averaging effect is illustrated in Figure 4. Assuming
that the true value f1 is positive, the expected value of the
averaging estimator is moved towards zero due to the bias.
However, the averaging reduces the variance and thus the total
error probability (the shaded area under the probability density
function up to zero) is reduced significantly.
In practice, it is of interest to estimate the error probability
coupled to the estimate fˆp obtained from (11). For that reason,
the variance of (11), which is given in (14), is of interest.

Since neither the true fp nor σf2ˆ are known, the estimated
p
values fˆp and σ̂f2ˆ can be used instead. The estimated error
p
probability (17) then becomes
!
1
|fˆp |
P̂E = erfc √
,
(18)
2
2σ̂fˆp
which can be evaluated numerically. Note, however, that (18)
has a slightly different meaning than (17). It indicates the
probability of fp having a different sign compared to the given
fˆp .
C. Parameter Tuning
The lag p introduced in (11) will improve the classification
result as explained in Section III-B. Our objective is to choose
a value p which minimizes the overall estimated error probability (18). In theory this could be done for each detection
separately. However, that would require a non-linear search in
the parameter p for each detection, which does not meet the
needs for a computationally efficient implementation. Instead
we will minimize the mean of the estimated error probabilities
from a training set of estimation data l = 1, 2, . . . , L and
use this value p afterwards. Given a set of estimation data
(Y1:N )1:L we compute p as
L

p = argmin
p

= argmin
p

1X
P̂E,l
L
l=1

L
X
l=1

erfc

|fˆ |
√ p,l
2σ̂fˆp,l

!
.

(19)
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After finding this value p, all future classifications can be
performed by using Algorithm 1 and the given value for p.
D. Sensor Fusion
Information from multiple sensors can be fused together
in order to arrive at a joint-classification of multiple sensors.
The fusion rule (49) for Bernoulli random variables as derived
in Appendix B is used in order to reach a joint decision of
the driving direction of J sensors as follows. Let pj be the
probability that the car is passing the sensor from left to right
(hypothesis HL true) which is given by
!
fˆp,j
1
ˆ
.
(20)
pj = Pr(HL |fp,j , σ̂fˆp,j ) = erfc √
2
2σ̂fˆp,j
A Bernoulli random variable k with
p(k|pj ) = pkj (1 − pj )1−k

for

k ∈ {0, 1}

(21)

can now be used to represent the probability of each hypothesis
where the value k = 0 is assigned to HR and k = 1 to HL .
Finally, using (49) (see Appendix B) and (21) yields the sensor
fusion decision rule given by
QJ
HL 1
j=1 pj
Pr(HL |p) = QJ
(22)
≷ ,
QJ
2
j=1 (1 − pj ) +
j=1 pj HR

T
where p = p1 . . . pJ . Equation (22) can also be
rewritten as
QJ
ˆ
j=1 Pr(HL |fp,j )
Pr(HL |p) = QJ
,
Q
J
ˆ
ˆ
j=1 Pr(HR |fp,j ) +
j=1 Pr(HL |fp,j )
(23)
which can be interpreted as the joint probability for all sensors
indicating HL at the same time, normalized by the sum of
the same and its complementary event, that is, all sensors
indicating HR at the same time.
Notice that the classification is performed in a distributed
manner by first computing the ratios pj in each sensor according to (20), and then, these values are fused according to
(23).
IV. L IKELIHOOD T EST
In order to benchmark the proposed driving direction classification algorithm proposed in Section III, a generalized
likelihood ratio test based on the measurement model (1) is
derived in this section which is then compared to the proposed
method in the following sections.
A. Single Sensor
Consider a vehicle passing the sensor with a constant
velocity and constant lateral distance. The position rk can be
rewritten as


v(kT − tCPA )
,
ry
rk = r(kT ) = 
(24)
0
where v is the vehicle speed, tCPA is the closest point of
approach time, and ry the lateral distance between the target
and the sensor.

It can be safely assumed that most of the vehicles will
adhere to the known speed limit vlimit for a given road and
thus, vehicles passing the sensor can be classified according
to the following two hypotheses:

T
HL : θ ?1 = vlimit r1y ,
(25a)

y T
?
HR : θ 2 = −vlimit r2 ,
(25b)
where θ ?i is the hypothesis parametrization which is known.
The lateral distances r1y and r2y are derived from the road
geometry. For example, in a traffic counting scenario, they
would correspond to the distances to the closer and farther
lane, respectively. On the other hand, when detecting wrongway drivers on a freeway ramp, they would be equal. The
hypothesis HL corresponds to a vehicle passing the sensor
from left to right and HR to a vehicle passing the sensor from
right to left.
The remaining parameters

T
θ = mx my mz tCPA
(26)
in (1a) are all unknown (opposite to θ ? which holds the
known parameters determined as described above) and the
measurement model can be rewritten as



2
3rk rT
1 0 0
k + krk k I3
?
(27)
m,
h̄k (θ i , θ) =
·
0 1 0
krk k5

where the position rk is a function of the parameters riy , vi
and tCPA as given by (24). The measurement model is linear
in the unknown vehicle dependent parameters m and nonlinear in tCPA . These have to be estimated before the actual
likelihood test can be performed. This can be done by using
a maximum likelihood estimator which yields a generalized
likelihood ratio test (GLRT) [29].
The joint probability density function for all N vector
samples is given by
p(Y1:N ; θ ?i , θ) =

N
Y

p(yk ; θ ?i , θ)

k=1


N
1 X
?
2
=
exp − 2
kyk − h̄k (θ i , θ)k2
2N/2
2σ
(2πσ 2 )
k=1


1
1
?
2
=
exp − 2 kY1:N − H1:N (θ i , θ)k2 ,
2N/2
2σ
(2πσ 2 )
(28)
where the measurement samples are stacked as
h
iT
Ym:n = Yxm:n T Yym:n T ,
(29)


1

Yα
m:n is as defined in (2), and equivalently for H1:N . The
maximum likelihood estimator [31] for the parameters θ is
then simply
θ̂ i = argmax p(Y1:N ; θ ?i , θ) for

i = 1, 2.

(30)

θ

where the estimate θ̂ i depends on the hypothesis θ ?i .
Once the estimation θ̂ i is obtained, the likelihood ratio can
be calculated as
l=

p(Y1:N ; θ ?1 , θ̂ 1 )

HL

≷ 1.

p(Y1:N ; θ ?2 , θ̂ 2 ) HR

(31)
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If l > 1, the hypothesis HL is more likely to be true and
HR otherwise. Using (28) and (31), the log-likelihood ratio is
given by
λ = log(l)
1
= − 2 Y1:N − H1:N (θ ?1 , θ̂ 1 )
2σ
1
+ 2 Y1:N − H1:N (θ ?2 , θ̂ 2 )
2σ

p(Υ; θ ?i , Θ) =
2
2
2

(32)

2

≷ 0

HR

and the decision rule becomes
HL

(33)

λ̃1 ≷ λ̃2
HR

λ̃i = − Y1:N − H1:N (θ ?i , θ̂ i )

2

(34)

2

Note that the two test statistics λ̃1 and λ̃2 are easily
calculated. However, the parameter estimation step to be executed still requires solving a (separable) non-linear problem.
Hence, this method is not well tailored for implementation
in systems with limited computational power since it requires
an iterative solver which might not converge to the global
optimum. Finally, the likelihood algorithm is summarized in
Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 Generalized likelihood ratio test driving direction
classification
1) Estimate the model parameters θ as defined in (26) for
the hypotheses {HL , HR } using the maximum likelihood estimator
θ̂ i =

argmax p(Y1:N ; θ ?i , θ)
θ

for

i = 1, 2.

(35a)

with θ ?i as defined in (25).
2) Calculate the test statistic
λ = log(l)
1
= − 2 Y1:N − H1:N (θ ?1 , θ̂ 1 )
2σ
1
+ 2 Y1:N − H1:N (θ ?2 , θ̂ 2 )
2σ

2
2
2

(35b)

2

H1:N (θ ?i , θ̂ i )

with Y1:N and
as defined in (29).
3) Determine the driving direction by testing the sign
of (35b)
HL

λ ≷ 0
HR

J
Y

p(Y1:N,j ; θ ?i , θ j ),

(36)

j=1

HL

with

parameters and Y1:N,j be the measurements for the jth sensor.
Then the joint PDF for all measurement is given by

(35c)


T
where Υ = Y1:N,1 T Y1:N,2 T . . . Y1:N,J T and Θ =
T
 T
θ1
θ 2 T . . . θ J T . The overall likelihood ratio and
decision rule is then given by
QJ
?
H
p(Υ; θ ?1 , Θ̂1 )
j=1 p(Y 1:N,j ; θ 1 , θ̂ 1,j ) L
≷ 1, (37)
=
lJ =
QJ
?
?
p(Υ; θ 2 , Θ̂2 )
j=1 p(Y 1:N,j ; θ 2 , θ̂ 2,j ) HR
which results in the log likelihood
λJ = log(lJ )
=

J
J
X
X
1
1
λ̃
−
λ̃2,j
1,j
2
2σj
2σj2
j=1
j=1

=

J
 HL
X
1 
λ̃
−
λ̃
≷ 0.
1,j
2,j
2σj2
HR
j=1

(38)

Finally, (38) can be rewritten as
J
J
X
HL X 1
1
λ̃1,j ≷
λ̃2,j .
σ2
σ2
HR
j=1 j
j=1 j

(39)

Notice that the classification is performed in a distributed
manner by first computing the ratios λ̃i,j in each sensor
according to (34), and then, these values are fused according
to (39).
V. S IMULATION
Before applying the classifier derived in the previous section
on real data, a simulation will be used to visualize and
validate the properties of the proposed estimator. In the end
of this section, the proposed classifier is also compared to the
generalized likelihood test presented in Section IV.
Consider a simulation setup with
 a vehicle
T heading in
positive x-direction, starting at r1 = −5 1 0 and ending

T
at rN = 5 1 0 divided into N = 100 data points in
between. Furthermore,

T consider a magnetic dipole moment
of m = 1 1 1 . We will simulate this example with
different levels of the signal to noise ratio (SNR), which is
defined as
!
PN
1
2
k=1 kh̄k k
N
dB,
(40)
SNR = 10 log10
σ2
where σ 2 is the variance of the measurement noise.
A. Estimate and Variance Estimate

B. Sensor Fusion
If there is data from more than one sensor available, the
likelihood test can take advantage of all this information
in order to make a well-balanced decision. Let θ j be the

h i
In (12) and (14) expressions for the mean fp = E fˆp and
h
i
variance σf2ˆ = E (fˆp − fp )2 of the estimators are given.
p
These expressions are verified by performing 1,000 Monte
Carlo simulations for the presented example with different
noise realization for each run. The result is presented in

p̂(fˆp ), p(fˆp )

·10−1

p̂(fˆp )
p(fˆp )

1.5
1

True f

Threshold

0.5
0
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0

5
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(a) Empirical distribution p̂(fˆp ) together with the theoretical distribution
p(fˆp ).
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Fig. 6: Classification performance as a function of the lag p for
different SNRs. The solid line is the theoretical performance
PE according to (17) and the dashed line the average error
probability of the 1,000 Monte Carlo simulations.
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σ̂f2ˆ
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(b) Empirical distribution p̂(σ̂ 2ˆ ) together with the theoretical variance.

SNR. However, this will depend on the magnetic moment of
the vehicle m, the trajectory rk , and the data length N .

fp

Fig. 5: Simulation results of the estimator (a) and its estimated
variance (b) for a scenario with SNR = −10 dB and p = 15.
Figure 5a with SNR = −10 dB and p = 15 together
 with the
theoretical distribution of the estimator fˆp ∼ N fp , σf2ˆ .
p
According to the result, the theoretical distribution corresponds well to the empirical
h i one. Furthermore, note that the
estimate is biased E fˆp 6= f1 , as already stated in (12).
We can also conclude that the Gaussian assumption of the
estimator distribution is indeed valid.
Each sequence of data does not only provide us with the
estimate (11), but also with an estimate of its variance (16).
In Figure 5b, this estimated variance is compared with the
true variance, using the same 1,000 Monte Carlo simulations
as previously. According to this result, the variance estimate
seems to be unbiased as expected from the derivation.
B. Dependency of PE on SNR and p
In (17) a scheme for computing the error probability is
proposed by knowing the true mean and variance of the
estimator. This value has been compared with the actual
error classification rate by performing 1,000 Monte Carlo
simulations for different values of p and SNR. The result
is provided in Figure 6 and the theoretical values display a
good agreement with the simulations. Also the classification
performance increases with higher SNR which is natural.
Furthermore, this result also shows the classification improvement of the cross-correlation method by choosing a lag
p > 1. Also note, that for the chosen simulation scenario,
there is an optimal p ≈ 15 which is fairly independent of the

C. Comparison with Likelihood Test
As a reference, the proposed classifier can be compared to
the likelihood test presented in Section IV. Again, 1,000 Monte
Carlo simulations with p = 15 for the correlation classifier and
the true values for v1 , v2 , r1y and r2y for the likelihood test were
run. Figure 7 shows the error rates for the two classifiers as
functions of the SNR. As can be expected, both classifiers
perform well for high SNRs, down to about −5 dB where
the error rates start to increase until the point of “tossing
a coin” somewhere below −20 dB is reached. It should be
noted, however, that the correlation classifier requires an SNR
of about 5 dB higher than the likelihood classifier in order to
achieve the same classification rate. This is not very surprising
since the likelihood test is expected to be the optimal test for
this scenario since the likelihood test is performed under the
same model and model parameter as have been used in the
simulation. However, it will be shown that the likelihood test is
more sensitive to violations of the model assumptions such as
dipole model, speed, or trajectory, which were used to derive
the GLRT. These results are presented in the next Section.
VI. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION
The simulations in the preceding section indicate that the
proposed classifier works according to the expectations from
its derivation. This section will now show how the classifier
performs on real data where a bigger amount of uncertainty
and challenges are to be expected.
A. Experiment Setup
In order to verify the proposed algorithm, real world experiments have been conducted on a two-way country road
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0.5

Note that the two sensor setup is only used for increasing
the amount of data and for evaluating the presented fusion
framework. The presented classifier in its simplest form still
only needs one sensor for classifying the driving direction.

Correlation classifier
Likelihood classifier

Error rate

0.4

B. Results

0.3

As indicated above, the ground truth data was used in order
to measure the performance of the two classifiers. For each
passage, a 1.5 s long time window from the magnetometer
signal was extracted and the driving direction was determined.
For the likelihood classifier introduced in Section IV, the
chosen parametrization was as follows:


HL : θ ?1 = 25 m/s 3.5 m


HR : θ ?2 = −25 m/s 6.5 m
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Fig. 7: Classification performance compared with the likelihood test as a function of the SNR.
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Fig. 8: Illustration of the experiment setup showing the two
sensors on each side of the road as well as the driving
directions.
with moderate traffic density and a speed limit of 90 km/h.
Two commercially available 2-axis magnetometers (Honeywell HMC6042, [32]) sampling at 100 Hz were deployed on
both sides of the road as illustrated in Figure 8. The traffic
was measured during three separate periods for a total of
158 minutes. In total 362 vehicles traveling south-north (close
to sensor 1) and 305 vehicles traveling north-south (close to
sensor 2) were measured.
In addition, a video recording was conducted along with the
magnetometer measurements. From the video recording the
time when the vehicles were in front of the sensor (passing
time) as well as their driving directions were manually determined in order to establish a ground truth. From this ground
truth, a 1.5 s sequence of the magnetometer signal centered
around the true passing time for each vehicle was extracted
from the raw measurement data. These data sequences were
then used in order to evaluate the direction classification
algorithms as presented in the previous sections. In this way,
the detection problem does not affect the comparison of the
two classification algorithms.

which corresponds to the actual road geometry and speed
limit at the place where the measurements were performed.
The correlation classifier was tuned using the tuning algorithm
described in Section III-C using the first measurement set (71
vehicles close to sensor 1 and 85 vehicles close to sensor 2)
resulting in p = 11.
Finally, the two algorithms were run on the remaining two
datasets and the results are shown in Table I. As it can be seen
in the table, the correlation classifier performs very well. For
the vehicles passing close to the sensor, only one out of the
511 vehicles is misclassified. As expected due to the lower
SNR compared to vehicles passing close to the sensor, the
performance is worse for the vehicles passing on the lane
farther from the sensor. Here, in total 57 vehicles are wrongly
classified.
Also the likelihood classifier performs well for vehicles
close to the sensor but not quite as well as the cross-correlation
classifier. 23 vehicles are wrongly classified for the case where
the vehicles pass close to the sensor and 132 – around twice as
many as for the correlation classifier – are wrongly classified
for vehicles passing far from the sensor.
The incorrect classifications can be divided into the following three main sources of error which affect the two classifiers
differently:
1) If multiple vehicles are present at the same time, the
single target assumption made in the dipole model (1a)
is violated. This situation occurs if two vehicles heading
in different directions are passing each other in front of
the sensors or if a train of vehicles is passing the sensors
with short distance between the vehicles.
2) For large vehicles, the dipole model (1a) is also violated.
This is because the dipole model does not assume any
geometrical extent of the vehicle. Furthermore, for very
big vehicles this will give raise to a saturated signal
as displayed in Figure 2, which clearly violates the
assumption in (1a).
3) Finally, if the SNR is poor the classification result will
become worse as also concluded in the simulations in
Section V.
In order to quantify the impact of the first source of error
on the two classifiers, the available data was first split into
two groups – one group where the vehicles are more than 2
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TABLE I: Results of applying the driving direction classification to the measurement data. For example, 290 out of the 291
vehicles traveling south-north were classified correctly by the correlation classifier using the measurements of sensor 1.
# Vehicles

South-North (Close to sensor 1)
North-South (Close to sensor 2)
Total

291
220
511

Sensor 1
Correlation
Likelihood
290
189
479

TABLE II: Results of applying the driving direction classification to the measurement data. For example, 710 out of
the 722 vehicles which are more then 2 seconds separated
from the closest vehicle, were classified correctly by the crosscorrelation based classifier.
Distance to closest vehicle
More than 2 s
Less than 2 s

# Vehicles

Correlation

Likelihood

722
300

710
254

642
225

seconds separated from each other and one group where the
vehicles are less than 2 seconds separated from each other.
Each vehicle gives rise to two data sets since we have two
sensors. Therefore, in total 511 × 2 = 1, 022 data sets are
considered here. The classification results for these two groups
are presented in Table II. According to these results both
classifiers are degraded when the single target assumption is
violated, however the likelihood test suffers more from this
violation than the correlation classifier does.
Furthermore, when the distance between the vehicles is
larger than 2 seconds and the single target assumption applies,
the correlation classifier also performs better than the likelihood test. In order to further investigate these differences, this
group of data has been grouped into 8 classes of different SNR
levels, each class having an interval of 5 dB. In Figure 9 the
classification result for these groups is presented as a function
of the SNR, which was computed as
!
PN
1
2
k=1 kh̄k k
N
SNR = 10 log10
dB
σ2
!
PN
1
2
2
ky
k
−
σ
k
k=1
≈ 10 log10 N
dB,
σ2
where σ 2 is the variance of the measurement noise.
According to Figure 9 the correlation classifier performs
better than the likelihood test for all present SNR levels.
Also notice that the correlation classifier has a zero error rate
where SNR ' 10 dB, which the likelihood does not. As a
matter of fact, the likelihood test performs even worse for
SNR ' 25 dB corresponding to large vehicles close to the
sensor. As explained above, this is because large vehicles
violate the point target assumption, which the dipole model
(1a) is based upon. However, it is important to note that
the performance of the correlation classifier is not affected
by these model violations since it does not use that model
explicitly, but only one property of it and thus, the second
source of error only affects the likelihood classifier. According
to the experimental results, this property is still valid even in

Sensor 2
Correlation
Likelihood

278
164
442

265
220
485

215
210
425

Fusion
Correlation
Likelihood
283
211
494

273
207
480

Correlation classifier
Likelihood classifier

0.3
Classification error rate
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0
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Fig. 9: Classification performance compared with the likelihood test as a function of SNR.
a near field scenario since we still have excellent classification
results, even for high SNRs.
It is instructive to compare the classification performance
evaluated on real data in Figure 9 with the performance on
simulated data in Figure 7. When evaluating the classification
on simulated data, the likelihood classifier performs better than
the correlation classifier does. However, for real data the likelihood classifier is heavily disadvantaged and it performs worse
than the correlation classifier due to the reasons discussed
above.
Finally, the last two columns in Table I show the results
for sensor fusion where the classification of both sensors
were taken into account. Clearly, the overall performance is
improved; the total number of correct classifications including
vehicles on both, the closer and farther lane, is larger than for
the case when only one sensor was used. Note that it appears
as if the fusion results were worse when comparing it to, for
example, the results of sensor 1 and vehicles travelling in the
south-north direction. However, this is a biased comparison
since one preselects the cases favorable for sensor 1 by
looking at the isolated results for the south-north direction. The
important result is the overall performance where the fused
result is better than that of the individual sensors.
C. Discussion
As the results in the preceding sections indicate, the proposed driving direction classifier performs very well and
generally outperforms the likelihood classifier. The challenges
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(b) Signal from sensor 1 (closer to the camera)
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encountered in the previous section are discussed in more
detail in this section.
The first problem was related to scenarios with multiple vehicles in the scene. This violates the single target assumption,
which both classifiers are based upon. The likelihood test could
be extended to handle this case by modifying the model (27) to
include multiple dipoles, which requires even more parameters
to estimate. For the proposed correlation classifier such an
extension is not straightforward since the feature has been
extracted under the single target assumption and is otherwise
not valid. This might be considered as a limitation of this
classification method.
However, in case of multiple targets both classifiers most
likely will classify according to the vehicle with the highest
SNR. Since the SNR decays cubically with the distance to
the magnetic source, see (1), the vehicle with the highest
SNR is most likely the one closest to the sensor. However,
this assumption might not always be valid. In Figure 10 a
scenario with two vehicles of different sizes is presented where
the classification result for the sensor closest to the smallest
vehicles can not be resolved with the present algorithm, since
both vehicles affect the sensor signal in the same order of
magnitude. This also reveals the robustness of the proposed
algorithm in cluttered environments. If the magnitude of the
clutter is lower than the magnitude of signal induced by the
vehicle, the driving direction will most likely be classified
correctly. Due to the cubically decay in SNR as a function
of distance, only clutter in the immediate vicinity of the
sensor will be a potential problem. The same reasoning would
be valid for the detection performance as well. However, as
explained previously, the detection problem is not analyzed
further in this work.
A possibility of handling multiple vehicles in the scene
is to design a more elaborate post-processing strategy in a
multisensor scenario. For example, instead of just fusing the
individual classifications from two sensors on opposite sides
of the road as proposed in Section III-D, one could inspect the
uncertainty of the two classifications more thoroughly. If both
sensors classify an event in the opposite driving directions with
a high certainty, this could be an indication of two vehicles
passing each other in front of the sensors. Further, in a more
extensive multi-sensor scenario, the detection and classification from each sensor could be associated and processed to
perform tracking in a multitarget-multisensor scenario [33]. In
such scenarios the possibility to fuse information from other
sensor types can also be analyzed.
The second problem for the correlation classifier was related
to poor signal-to-noise ratios. Obviously, this is a problem that
affects any algorithm to some extent; the important aspect is
at which level the degradation becomes critical. Taking the
experimental results in Figure 9 into account, one sees that
even at an SNR as low as 0 dB, the classification error rate
is below 10 %. This indicates that the correlation classifier
performs relatively well even in these conditions. Nevertheless,
it is apparent that the SNR can not be arbitrarily low.
Furthermore, a disadvantage of the proposed method is
the fact that large averaging windows (large p) will cause
problems at high speeds (compared to the sampling rate). If
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(c) Signal from sensor 2 (farther from the camera)

Fig. 10: A scenario is presented with vehicles of different
sizes meeting in front of the sensors. Sensor 2 will classify
according to the driving direction of the larger close-by white
vehicle (c), whereas the classification result for sensor 1 is
ambiguous since the the smaller close-by white vehicle and
the farther larger vehicle affect the signal with the same
magnitude.
a vehicle passes the sensor very fast, only few points of the
loop trajectory will be measured. Averaging over these few
points will have unwanted effects and it might happen that the
estimation becomes wrong. However, note that the correlation
classifier behaves better in general since no assumption on the
vehicle trajectory and/or speed was made, compared to the
likelihood test in Section IV. Clearly, the likelihood test could
also be extended to take variations in these parameters into
account, however, at a cost of higher complexity.
Finally, it is important to obtain an indication about whether
the classification was successful or not for the two problematic
cases for the correlation classifier. For the case of signals
with poor SNR, this is again reflected in the classification’s
uncertainty (that is, in the variance of the feature fˆp ). For
multiple vehicles, the only remedy is to rely on the data of
multiple sensors as indicated above.
VII. C ONCLUSIONS
By using measurements from a 2-axis magnetometer, a
fast and efficient method for classifying the driving direction
of a vehicle has been proposed. Its properties were first
analyzed theoretically and then verified by using Monte Carlo
simulations before it was applied to real measurement data
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from commercially available sensor. The method was also
compared to a generalized likelihood ratio test and it was
shown how the method can be extended to incorporate data
from multiple independent sensor nodes in a sensor network.
The results show that the performance of the proposed
method is very good for vehicles passing on the lane close
to the sensor where more than 99 % of all vehicles were
classified correctly (sample size: 511 vehicles). As it can be
expected, performance degrades as the signal-to-noise ratio
decreases which reflects in the fact that the classification rate
for vehicles on the lane farther from the sensor dropped to
approximately 89 %. Comparing this method to the generalized
likelihood ratio test, it is seen that the latter is outperformed
in every aspect. It is very likely that one particular reason for
this behavior is the fact that one or more of the assumptions
(for example, dipole model, speed, or trajectory) made to
derive the GLRT are violated. The biggest difficulties arise
in cases where two vehicles meet right in front of the sensor.
Apparently, the vehicle generating the stronger field distortion
will dominate the signal and the second vehicle is shadowed.
The proposed algorithm as presented in this work is restricted to work on single target scenarios, where possible
extensions to handle multiple targets have been discussed.
Future work should focus on developing these ideas further
and evaluate them on real data. Furthermore, the proposed
method will be implemented in a real sensor platform and the
performance in a real time system will be analyzed.

(41)

where fp and σf2ˆ are given by (12) and (14), respectively.
p

Proof. As stated above, the mean and variance of fˆp have
been derived in (12) and (14). What remains to show is that
fˆp is normal distributed. Starting by expanding the original
expression for fˆp yields
N

1X x y
x
(yk yk+p − yky yk+p
)
fˆp =
p
=

1
p

(hxk + exk )(hyk+p + eyk+p )

k=1

hxk hyk+p − hyk hxk+p + (hyk+p − hyk−p )exk

k=1
− (hxk+p

−

hxk−p )eyk

+

eyk+p exk

−

(43)

exk+p eyk .

Distributing the sum to the individual terms finally gives
1
fˆp =
p

N
X

(hxk hyk+p − hyk hxk+p )

k=1

N

+

1X y
(hk+p − hyk−p )exk
p

1
−
p
+

1
p

k=1
N
X
k=1
N
X
k=1

(44)

(hxk+p − hxk−p )eyk
N

eyk+p exk −

1X x
ek+p eyk .
p
k=1


Since ek ∼ N 0, σ 2 I , the second and third term in
(44) will also be normal distributed. Furthermore, since all
ex1 , . . . , exN , ey1 , . . . , eyN are independent, the overall variance is
simply the sum of the individual variances for each variable
and the distributions for these two terms are
!
N
σ2 X y
y
2
(hk+p − hk−p )
(45a)
N 0, 2
p

N

(42)

N

1X x y
=
hk hk+p + hxk eyk+p + exk hyk+p + exk eyk+p
p
k=1

− (hyk hxk+p + hyk exk+p + eyk hxk+p + eyk exk+p ).
Similar to (13)–(14), the sum in (42) can now be rearranged
so that all the deterministic coefficients of eα
k are gathered

N
σ2 X x
0, 2
(hk+p − hxk−p )2
p

!
.

(45b)

k=1

The last two terms in (44) are sums of normal product
distributed variables. The variance for each such variable is
Var(eyk+p exk ) = Var(eyk+p )Var(exk ) = σ 2 σ 2 = σ 4

(45c)

and since eyk+p exk are all independent and σ 4 < ∞, the Central
Limit Theorem (see, for example, [34]) yields
N



N σ4
0, 2
p


N σ4
d
−
→ N 0, 2
p

1X y
d
ek+p exk −
→N
p
1
p

k=1
N
X

− (hyk + eyk )(hxk+p + exk+p )

N
X

and

Proposition 1. Consider the estimator fˆp given by (11) and
the measurement signal yk as in (1b) and (1c). Then, the
estimator fˆp is distributed according to
p

1
fˆp =
p

k=1

A PPENDIX A
D ISTRIBUTIONS

fˆp ∼ N (fp , σf2ˆ ) when N → ∞

together:

k=1
N
X

eyk exk+p

k=1

(45d)

as N → ∞.
Consequently, fˆp is a sum of one deterministic constant and
four zero mean normal distributed variables and since a sum
of (possibly dependent) normal distributed variables is also
normal distributed we have that
fˆp ∼ N (fp , σf2ˆ ) when N → ∞.
p

(46)
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A PPENDIX B
F USION OF C ONDITIONAL B ERNOULLI R ANDOM
VARIABLES
Given multiple conditional PDFs p(x|y1 ), . . . , p(x|yJ ) it is
of interest to find the joint-conditional PDF p(x|y1 , . . . , yJ ).
Using Bayes rule and assuming that all y1 , . . . , yJ are statistically independent given the true x (conditional independence)
yields
QJ
p(y1 , . . . , yJ |x)p(x)
j=1 p(yj |x)
= p(x)
p(x|y1 , . . . yJ ) =
p(y1 , . . . , yJ )
p(y1 , . . . , yJ )
and using Bayes’ rule on each p(yj |x) gives
J
Y
p(x|yj )p(yj )
p(x)
p(y1 , . . . , yJ ) j=1
p(x)
QJ
J
Y
j=1 p(yj )
=
p(x|yj ).
p(x)J−1 p(y1 , . . . , yJ ) j=1

p(x|y1 , . . . , yJ ) =

Assuming the uninformative
prior p(x) ∝ 1 yields that
QJ
p(x|y1 , . . . , yJ ) ∝ j=1 p(x|yj ) and thus
Z Y
J
J
1Y
p(x|yj )dx,
p(x|yj ) where η =
η j=1
D j=1
(47)

T
with y = y1 y2 . . . yJ
and η being a normalization
constant.
Using (47) for a set of Bernoulli random variables described
by the PDF
p(x|y) =

p(k|pj ) = pkj (1 − pj )1−k

for

k ∈ 0, 1,

(48)

where pj is the probability of success, the fused PDF becomes
QJ
k
1−k
j=1 pj (1 − pj )
p(k|p) = QJ
.
(49)
QJ
j=1 (1 − pj ) +
j=1 pj
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